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Abstract—Emerging Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) has many
advantages, such as near-DRAM speed, byte-addressability, and
persistence. Modern computer systems contain many memory
slots, which are exposed as a unified storage interface by shared
address space. Since NVM has limited write endurance, many
wear-leveling techniques are implemented in hardware. However,
existing hardware techniques can only effective in a single NVM
slot, which cannot ensure wear-leveling among multiple NVM
slots.
This paper explores how to optimize a storage system with
multiple NVM slots in terms of performance and lifetime. We
show that simple integration of multiple NVMs in traditional
memory policies results in poor reliability. We also reveal that
existing hardware wear-leveling technologies are ineffective for a
system with multiple NVM slots.
In this paper, we propose a common wear-aware memory
management scheme for in-memory file system. The proposed
memory scheme enables wear-aware control of NVM slot use
which minimizes the cost of performance and lifetime. We implemented the proposed memory management scheme and evaluated
their effectiveness. The experiments show that the proposed
wear-aware memory management scheme can outperform wearleveling effect by more than 2600x, and the lifetime of NVM can
be prolonged by 2.5x, the write performance can be improved
by up to 15%.
Index Terms—Wear-aware, Memory Management, Lifetime,
Performance, Multiple NVM slots

I. I NTRODUCTION
For decades, emerging Non-Volatile memory (NVM) storage technologies, such as phase change memory [1] [34],
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spin-torque transfer [35], resistive memories [36] and Intel
3D XPoint [2], are radically new and highly promising. NVM
combines performance and byte addressability of DRAM with
the persistence of traditional storage devices like flash (SSD).
There are some advantages of NVM, that is high density, low
cost, persistence and byte addressable. While these properties
make NVM highly promising, many approaches have been
proposed to integrate NVM into computer systems [3] [4] [5]
[38] [39] [40] [41] [42].
With the rapid development of NVM, the new in-memory
file systems designed for NVM have emerged, such as SIMFS
[6], PMFS [7], NOVA [8]. As the middle layer between user
application and storage device, the file system provides a
unified and fast storage interface. Traditional file system is
designed for block devices. It mainly improves the performance through data structure and I/O scheduling, and ensures
data consistency through logging. The performance of these
emerging file systems based on NVM is greatly improved
compared to the traditional disk file system.
Unfortunately, NVM has limited write endurance and it
can quickly worn out by unprotected writes. For example,
a unit of PCM can tolerate 108 − 1012 writes at most. To
address this problem, it is common practice to use wearleveling technology to ensure a single NVM lifetime. The
existing researches on wear leveling technology for NVM are
implemented in hardware [9] [10] [11] [12]. Hardware wear
leveling usually utilize an additional controller to achieve wear
leveling. However, the capacity limiting of single NVM calls
for a storage system consisting of multiple NVM slots, the
most advanced wear leveling techniques are only effective
in ensuring single NVM slot lifetime. It is not effective
in increasing the overall lifetime of a storage system with

multiple NVM slots.

TABLE I: Characteristics of Different Types of Memory

In this paper, we propose a general memory management
scheme for in-memory file systems based on multiple NVM
slots, called Wear-aware Selection Allocation (WASA). The
goal of this scheme is providing an effective and reliable
software wear-leveling technology to guarantee performance
and lifetime. The essential idea of WASA is to allocate NVM
space from the least used slot. To achieve this goal, each NVM
slot is assigned a wear counter, which is increased every time
when a write operation is issued to the corresponding slot.
The wear counter aware the wear of each slot and be used
to adjust the use of each NVM slot. And to improve the
performance in concurrent workload pattern, we propose the
private Counters-Group and Freelists-Group of each CPU. We
achieve the global wear-leveling among multiple NVM slots
through the local wear-leveling of each CPU. And each CPU
only access their own private Counters-Group and FreelistsGroup, thus improve the performance in concurrent workload
pattern.

Category

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
•

•

•

We reveal the problem of existing hardware wear leveling technologies that are ineffective for a system with
multiple NVM slots. Based on our experimental results,
we find that the existing in-memory file system based on
NVM can potentially cause significant skewness in terms
of writes to each NVM slot.
To the best of our knowledge, the proposed dynamic
wear-aware memory management scheme, Wear-aware
Selection Allocation (WASA), is the first wear-leveling
policy that focuses on multiple NVM slots from the
perspective of upper-layer file system, which can provide software wear-leveling and ensure concurrent pattern
performance by eliminating the overhead of performance
caused by updating wear counter in allocation and write
processes.
The proposed Wear-aware Selection Allocation (WASA)
including wear counter and allocation strategy can dynamically adjust the use of each NVM slot, which
achieves the global wear-leveling through the local wearleveling of each CPU, meanwhile has a good performance
in concurrent workload pattern through exclusive resources of each CPU. To validate WASA, we implemented and evaluated our memory management scheme under
various workloads. The experimental results show that the
proposed wear-leveling technology can outperform wearleveling effect by more than 2600x, and the lifetime of
NVM can be prolonged by 2.5x, the write performance
can be improved by up to 15%.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II discusses the background and challenges for in-memory
file system based on NVM. Section III presents the design
of WASA scheme. Section IV presents the experimental evaluation results. Section V presents related work. This paper is
concluded in Section VI.

SRAM
DRAM
STT-RAM
PCM
Flash
HDD

Read Latency
(ns)
2-3
15
5-30
50-70
25000
3000000

Write Latency
(ns)
2-3
15
10-100
150-220
200000-500000
3000000

Endurance
(# of writes per bit)
∞
1018
1015
108 − 1012
105

II. BACKGROUND A ND M OTIVATION
A. Background
Emerging Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) has the advantages
of high density, low cost, persistent and byte addressability,
which can be used to build storage systems to improve I/O
performance. Table. I [13] shows the characteristics of different types of memory. Since NVM can be directly connected to
the memory bus and accessed through read/store instructions,
it provides a completely different way of storing data [37].
Therefore, many research works have proposed a variety of
ways to integrate NVM into the computer storage system. In
general, there are three alternative ways to use NVM in a
storage system [14]. The first is to replace the DRAM with
NVM to increase storage capacity. The second is to use NVM
as another cache level for HDD or SSD. The last is to use
DRAM and NVM in a common address space.
With the development of NVM, recent research mainly
integrates NVM in the flowing two aspects: 1) using NVM
as persistence storage of the file system; 2) using NVM as
a traditional memory. For example, SIMFS [6], NOVA [7],
PMFS [8], BPFS [29], SCMFS [30] are new persistent inmemory file system designed on NVM. These file systems
take advantage of NVM and have significant improvements
in I/O performance. SIMFS organizes file structures by virtual file page table and uses MMU hardware to accelerate
read/write data. PMFS organizes file structures through Btree. NOVA is designed on PMFS, and utilize multiple linked
lists to manage free pages, thus improving concurrent I/O
performance. Compared with the traditional disk file system,
such as EXT4 [15], BTFS [16], ZFS [17], the in-memory
file system has the following advantages: 1) Breaking the
traditional files system I/O performance bottleneck and has a
significant improvement in read and write file performance. 2)
Access file data through CPU read/store instructions and has
lower latency. These emerging in-memory file systems have
enabled user applications to get more reliable and fast storage
services from file system level.
There are two main approaches to manage NVM. The
first, we can use traditional memory management strategies
to manage NVM, such as PTMalloc [18], TCMalloc [19],
Hoard [20]. These memory management strategies are widely
used in user applications, such as Glibc, MySQL and NoSQL
databases. It is optimized for concurrent environments and
small data block’s allocation and free. For example, PTMalloc
is based on Doug’s Malloc, which adds parallel allocation and
free. TCMalloc is a memory management library developed

by Google, which use a multi-layered cache to efficiently
allocate and free. Hoard is optimized for high concurrency environments with multiple threads and processors. But
these traditional memory management are not suitable for inmemory storage system because they change access patterns
and use memory inefficiently [43]. With the rapid development
of NVM, the new memory management scheme and data
structures for NVM has emerged in recent years [44] [45]
[46]. Makalu [21] uses NVM as a complement to DRAM,
considering the consistency of NVM failures and providing
an integrated allocator and garbage collector. NVM Malloc
[22] is designed on Jemalloc [24], which combine NVM and
DRAM to provide high-performance memory allocator. Walloc
[23] considers the wear leveling of NVM and provides a small
grained memory allocator. Chameleon [33] is an adaptive wear
balancer for flash clusters with multiple SSD devices. Since
SSD does not have the byte addressable feature of NVM and
the non-distributed storage system with multiple NVM slots
studied in this paper is different from the distributed system
for Chameleon. In-memory file system such as SIMFS, PMFS,
NOVA has their own way to organize NVM free blocks.
SIMFS, PMFS organize the available free blocks as a single
linked-list. NOVA is designed based on PMFS, divides the
free blocks into multiple sub-lists, one per CPU to improve
performance in high concurrent workload pattern.
Unfortunately, NVM has limited write endurance and it
can quickly wear out by unprotected writes. As shown in
Table. I, PCM can only tolerate 108 − 1012 writes per bit.
Recently researches usually utilize hardware wear leveling
technology to increase the lifetime of single NVM, such as
Start-Gap [10], Flip-N-Write [11], Bloom-Filter [12] and so
on. Star-Gap proposes a simple, novel, and effective wearleveling techniques by combining two registers with simple
address-space randomization techniques. Flip-N-Write is a
simple micro-architectural technique to replace a phase-change
random access memory (PRAM) write operation with a more
efficient read-modify-write operation. Flip-N-Write reduces
the PRAM write time by half, and achieves commensurate
savings in write energy under the same instantaneous write
power constraint. Bloom-Filter is a new dynamic wear-leveling
method that reduces unnecessary data migrations by adopting
a hot/cold swapping-based dynamic method. Compared with
the conventional hot/cold swapping-based dynamic method,
the proposed method requires only a small amount of space
overhead by applying Bloom filters to the identification of hot
and cold data.
B. Motivation
In this section, we briefly describe the system architecture
for existing in-memory file systems. Then we discuss the
challenges in the design for NVM management of in-memory
file systems.
The modern architecture of storage system usually has
multi-processor and multiple storage devices. These storage
devices share the address bus and the processor can access
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Fig. 1: Architecture of Modern Storage System.

the storage device in parallel. Fig. 1 shows the architectural
overview of the modern storage system.
In Fig. 1, the storage system consists of m CPUs, n NVM
slots and one DRAM. An application usually runs on one or
more CPUs and accesses the NVM through an in-memory file
system, such as SIMFS, PMFS, NOVA, HINFS [25], EXT4DAX [26]. These in-memory file systems have two goals.
First, achieve high file I/O performance by eliminating the
overhead of page cache. Second, ensure file data and metadata
consistency to prevent system crashed. Unfortunately, these
advanced in-memory file system does not solve a fundamental
problem: how to increase the lifetime of NVM. An NVM
units can only tolerate a limited number of write, thus the
lifetime of NVM can be quickly worn out due to uncontrolled
write operations. For this reason, recently research utilize the
hardware wear leveling techniques to ensure a single NVM
lifetime.
In order to present the wear intensity among multiple NVM
slots after a large number of writes, we mount SIMFS, PMFS,
NOVA on eight NVM slots, and show the write times of each
NVM slot. We assume that the single NVM slot lifetime can be
guaranteed by hardware wear-leveling technologies. We show
comparisons of writes distribution to all the NVM slots after
running Postmark benchmark in PMFS, NOVA and SIMFS as
shown in Figure 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
Fig. 2, 3, 4 show comparison of writes distribution to all
the NVM slots in PMFS, NOVA and SIMFS. From Fig. 2, 3,
4, we can see clearly that the write times among NVM slots
have significant differences. PMFS has more write operators
on NVM-1 and NVM-6. NVM-1 and NVM-6 write times are
5x to 35x of others NVM slots. NOVA has fewer write times
on NVM-7, the write times of NVM-7 is nearly 30x less than
other NVM slots. SIMFS concentrates on NVM-1 for writing,
which is 10x to 20x than others NVM slots.
The results show that the existing in-memory file system
will result in a large write gap among multiple NVM slots.
Therefore, recent research has proposed hardware wear leveling technology to ensure a single NVM lifetime, but different
workloads will cause different write times on NVM slots and
reduce the lifetime of whole system.
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Based on the above analysis, since the most advantage hardware wear-leveling cannot effective in the lifetime of a storage
with multiple NVM slots, we focus on NVM management in
file system and propose a general NVM management scheme
called Wear-aware Selection Allocation (WASA) to achieve
the wear-leveling among multiple NVM slots. We assume that
the single NVM already able to guarantee wear-leveling at
the hardware level. WASA achieves software wear-leveling
among multiple NVM slots through controls the writes on
each NVM slot at the upper system level. Because WASA
dynamic aware the wear of each NVM slot, we insert statistical
code to count the writes time in write process. And the write
time of each slot is used to adjust the use of each NVM
slot in allocation process. Therefore, it brings the additional
performance overhead. So we considers how to eliminate these
overheads. In summary, WASA provides software-level wear
leveling among multiple NVM slots and ensures concurrent
workload pattern performance by eliminating the overhead of
performance due to updating wear counter in allocation and
write process.

We propose a general NVM management scheme called
Wear-aware Selection Allocation (WASA). WASA is a wearaware memory management scheme for file system with
multiple NVM slots while ensuring the performance in concurrent workload pattern. WASA consists of two parts: 1)
wear counter; 2) allocation strategy. The wear counter dynamic
aware the wear of each slot and be used to adjust the use of
each NVM slot. The allocation strategy considers concurrent
workload pattern and effectively enhance lifetime and minimizes the cost of performance. We propose Per-CPU private
NVM free-list least use first out (PCFLLUF) for concurrent
workload pattern. Fig. 5 shows the architecture overview of
WASA.
In Section IV, we show the impact of the allocation strategies on file system performance. Fig. 5 shows the overall
architecture of a system with m CPUs and n NVM slots.
Applications run on one or more CPUs. An Application utilize
in-memory file system to read and write data to NVM via
Virtual File System (VFS) layer. WASA is located between inmemory file system layer and NVMs layer. For an in-memory
file system mount on multiple NVM slots, the allocation
strategy is combined with the wear counter to control the usage
of each NVM slot. WASA utilizes wear counter to sense the
wear of each NVM and use allocation strategy to reach wear
leveling among multiple NVM slots.
Although WASA is a software-level implementation, in order to effectively achieve wear-leveling among multiple NVM
slots it must combine the underlying hardware wear-leveling
technology. The method proposed in this paper controls the
use of the underlying NVMs at the software layer, thereby
avoiding huge gaps in the amount of data written in multiple
NVM slots. The underlying hardware wear-leveling technology prevents a single device from being quickly written out.
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Through the access control of multiple NVM slots at softwarelevel and the life guaranteeing of single NVM slot at hardwarelevels, the extra overhead is minimized and the overall life of
the system is guaranteed. Therefore, WASA must cooperate
with hardware wear-leveling technology to meeting desirable
objectives of extending the lifetime of multiple NVM slots and
improving I/O performance.
B. Wear Counter
In this section, we describe the design of wear counter. Wear
counter is used to sense the wear of NVM, so how to record the
wear is very important. Usually, an NVM unit has limited write
operations, such as a PCM unit only can tolerate 108 − 1012
write operations. We insert code in the file write function and
store the total write times on each NVM slot. The write times
of NVM represent the wear intensity. We reserve a space on
each NVM slot to persisting the total number of writes on the
current NVM slot.
Since the NVM-Counter on each NVM device persists the
total number of writes, we can get the initial state of all
NVM devices by reading the NVM-Counter in the file system
initialization process. In the initial mount of the file system,
we read the value from NVM-Counter from each NVM device,
then initialize Cached-NVM-Counter of Counters-Group of in
the Counters-Group with the value of NVM-Counter. For a
system with m CPUs and n NVM slots, there are n counters
in a Counters-Group. We initialize the value of each counter in
each Counters-Group to NVM-Counter/m. In this way, WASA
can obtain the initialization status of all NVM devices, thus

...

WearCounter
NVM-2

...

WearCounter
NVM-3

...

WearCounterr

..

NVM-4

Fig. 6: Architecture overview of Wear Counter with WB
strategy.

avoiding some NVM devices being quickly worn out due to
different initialization states.
Considering the latency between NVM and DRAM, we use
two strategies to update wear counter: 1) write-through (WT);
2) write-back (WB). WT strategy directly accesses and updates
the value of wear counter on NVM slot. WT strategy can
accurately record the number of writes of NVM slot but have
performance loss. WB strategy creates a cache of wear counter
in DRAM and each write only updates the cache of wear
counter. For persistent store the wear counter, WB periodically
flushes the cache of wear counter. WB has the advantage of
performance but has the disadvantage of inaccuracy of wear
record of NVM when system crash. We call the persistent
wear counter as NVM-Counter and the cache wear counter as
Cache-NVM-Counter. Fig. 6 shows the design of wear counter
using WB strategy.
The overhead of wear counter is mainly in two aspects:
1) the space overhead of wear counter; 2) the performance
overhead of wear counter. The space overhead of wear counter
because we need persistent store the write times on each NVM
slot. The persistent wear counter on NVM can be read after
the system restart or crash. We use a page to store the value of
wear counter, so the space cost of wear counter is 4KB on each
NVM slot. The performance overhead of wear counter due to
we need update wear counter. Because we need to record the
number of write, so we update wear counter after each write.
We propose two update mode write through and write back
for updating the wear counter. In Section IV, experimental
results show the performance overhead difference between
write through and write back.
C. Allocation strategy
In this section, we first present the most usual way of NVM
management in the in-memory file system and its allocation
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Fig. 7: Layout of the in-memory File Systems with NVMCounter.

strategy. Then we present its defect for in-memory file system
with multiple NVM slots. Finally, we describe the design of
PCFLLUF strategy.
In Section II, experimental results of motivation show the
existing NVM management of in-memory file system cannot
ensure the wear leveling among NVM slots. And SIMFS and
PMFS use a single linked list to organize the free block
of NVM, there are additional performance overheads when
multiple processors select the same NVM slot in allocation.
Fig. 7 shows the layout of the in-memory file systems
with NVM-Counter. NVM space is divided into five areas,
superblock area and superblock backup area, inodes area,
journal area, NVM-Counter area and free blocks area. The
in-memory File system usually organizes free blocks as the
single linked list, such as PMFS and SIMFS. Each node of
the linked list is a 4KB NVM block. SB stores the head and
tail of the linked list. The first 8 bytes of each NVM block
stores the next address of free NVM block, thereby forming
a persistent single linked list. When allocating a new NVM
block, we take the free NVM block from the free list , and
then we update the list head information of SB. When free
an NVM block, the NVM block is inserted into the free list
in a suitable way. NOVA is slightly different from PMFS and
SIMFS, which divides the available free blocks into multiple
sub-lists, one per CPU.
The design of our allocation strategy is to ensure wear
leveling among multiple NVM slots and performance in high
concurrent workload pattern. To achieve this goal, we propose
an allocation strategy called Per-CPU Free List Least Use First
(PCFLLUF). PCFLLUF can ensure the wear leveling among
NVM slots and eliminate the overhead of performance bring
by updating wear counter in the allocation and write process.
Fig. 8 presents the architecture overview of PCFLLUF in
a system with m processors and n NVM slots. PCFLLUF
creates a persistent NVM-Counter in each NVM slot, so there
are n NVM-Counters corresponding to these n NVM slots.
Moreover, each processor has a private Counters-Group and a
private FreeLists-Group. In the Counters-Group of one processor, there are n private NVM-Counters corresponding to these
n NVM slots. Each private NVM-Counter records the number
of writes made by the application running on this processor
to the corresponding NVM slot. Similarly, in the FreeListsGroup of one processor, there are n private NVM-FreeLists
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corresponding to these n NVM slots. For one processor, each
private NVM-FreeList records its private NVM free blocks of
the corresponding NVM slot. The processor only allocates and
frees the NVM free blocks from own private FreeLists-Group.
In Fig. 8, CPU1 and CPU2 are simultaneously allocating
new NVM blocks for their respective applications. CPU1 and
CPU2 access each private Counters-Group to find the local
NVM free list with minimal write times. Processors use the
Least Use First Out (LUFO) strategy to allocate new NVM
block. In Fig. 8, CPU1 and CPU2 both find that the minimalwrite NVM free list is NVM2, then they allocate new NVM
block from the private NVM2 free list of its FreeLists-Group.
Fig. 9 shows the architecture overview of Counters-Group
in a system with m processors and n NVM slots. We reserve
a place on each NVM slot as the persistent NVM-Counter.
Each processor has private Counters-Group. Counters-Group
of each processor has n cache NVM-Counter. For example,
CPU1 has CPU1-NVM1-Counter, CPU1-NVM2-Counter, and
so on. CPU1-NVM1-Counter represent the number of writes
on NVM1 by CPU1. PCFLLUF strategy utilize CountersGroup to find which NVM is minimal write times on current
processor. And then PCFLLUF strategy do allocation from
the Freelists-Group. Equation (1) shows the relation between
persistent NVM-Counter and cached Counters-Group. When
we update the persistent NVM-Counter of NVM slots. First we
lock the all Counters-Group of each processor. Then we add
the CPU-NVM-Counter of each Counters-Group according to
NVM slot. Finally we unlock the Counters-Group to release
the lock.
Fig. 10 shows the architecture overview of FreeLists-Group.
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Algorithm 1 The Write Process of PCFLLUF
INPUT:
f ilp: the file needs to write
of f set: the offset of written data
size: the size of written data
buf : the written data
counters group : the counters-group of all processor
OUTPUT:
NONE
1: DO FS WRITE (f ilp, of f set, size, buf )
2: cpui ← CURRENT CPU ()
3: write nvms ← GET WRITE NVM (f ilp, of f set, size)
4: for each nvm ∈ write nvms do
5:
use cpu nvm counters ← counters group.cpui
6:
LOCK(use cpu nvm counters.nvm)
7:
INC(use cpu nvm counters.nvm)
8:
9:

UNLOCK(use cpu nvm counters.nvm)
end for

Fig. 9: Architecture overview of Counters-Group.
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Each FreeLists-Group records the private NVM free blocks of
the processor. All free blocks of each NVM slot are divided
into multiple FreeLists according the number of processors.
In Fig. 10, all the free blocks of NVM-2 slot are divided into
m FreeLists. And these m FreeLists are evenly assigned to
m processors. We called the FreeLists owned by processor
CPU-NVM-FreeList. In Fig. 10, CPU1 has CPU1-NVM2FreeList, CPU2 has CPU2-NVM2-FreeList, and so on. Each
CPU-NVM-FreeList is organized as a single linked list. The
first 8 bytes of each NVM block stores the next address of free

NVM block, thereby forming a persistent single linked list. In
Fig. 10, CPU1 and CPU2 are allocating at the same time.
CPU1 and CPU2 both find that the local minimal write times
NVM slot is NVM-2 slot. Then CPU1 and CPU2 both do the
allocation operations. CPU1 does the allocation operation on
CPU1-NVM2-FreeList. CPU2 does the allocation operation
on CPU2-NVM2-FreeList. Thus, CPU1 and CPU2 can do the
allocation operation in the meantime. Therefore PCFLLUF can
achieve the high performance in the high concurrent workload
pattern.
In the allocation process, Firstly PCFLLUF acquires the
currently used processor, thereby get the currently CountersGroup. Then PCFLLUF get the CPU-NVM-Counter with
the minimal value. Then PCFLLUF select a CPU-Free-List
with the minimal value from FreeLists-Group. Finally, we
take the first free block of the CPU-Free-List selected. In
the write process, PCFLLUF only read and update CPUNVM-Counter of the Counters-Group. In the write process,
PCFLLUF first finds which NVM is written by offset and size.
Then, according to the currently used processor, we update the
CPU-NVM-Counter. And PCFLLUF periodically updates the
CPU-NVM-Counter to NVM-Counter.
Alogorithm 1 shows the write process in PCFLLUF strategy.
In Line 1, the write function of file system needs to be
executed. In Line 2, we find which processor is being used for
write. In Line 3, we get which NVM are written by the offset
and size. In Lines 4 to 9, we update these CPU-NVM-Counter
selected from Line 3. Since only records the write time of
currently used processor, PCFLLUF only update and read its
own private wear counters. Therefore, PCFLLUF can avoid the
overhead of writing simultaneously by different processors.
Alogorithm 2 shows the allocation process in PCFLLUF
strategy. In Line 1, we find which processor is being used
for allocation. In Line 2, we find the private wear counter
of currently used processor. In Line 3, we only lock CPU-

Algorithm 2 The Allocation Process of PCFLLUF
INPUT:
counters group: the counters-group of all processor
f reelists group: the freelists-group of all processor
OUTPUT:
page: the new page
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

cpui ← CURRENT CPU()
use cpu nvm counters ← counters group.cpui
LOCK(use cpu nvm counters)
for each c ∈ use cpu nvm counters do
if c < use cpu nvm counters.min nvm then
min nvm ← c.nvm
end if
end for
UNLOCK(use cpu nvm counters)
LOCK(f reelists group.cpui .min nvm)
page ← NEW PAGE(f reelists group.cpui .min nvm)
UNLOCK(use cpu nvm counters)
return page

NVM-counter of currently used processor. In Lines 4 to 8, we
find the CPU-Free-List with minimum wear counter from the
FreeLists-Group. In Line 9, we unlock currently processor’s
private counter. In Line 10, we lock the CPU-NVM-FreeList
selected by Lines 4 to 8. In Line 11, we do allocate free
block from CPU-NVM-FreeList. In Line 12, we unlock CPUNVM-FreeList. In Line 13, return the free block and finish the
allocation.
Local wear leveling among NVM slots of each processor:
The key PCFLLUF is to find the NVM with the minimum wear
counter in currently used processor. Therefore, PCFLLUF
accurately counts the write times of each NVM on each
processor in the writing process. Since PCFLLUF strategy
select an NVM with the minimal wear counter in current
processor, so it can achieve wear leveling among NVM slots
of each processor.
Global wear leveling among NVM slots: From the above,
we know that PCFLLUF can achieve local wear leveling
among NVM slots of each processor. In a system with m
processors and n NVM slots, the total number of writes on an
NVM is equal to the sum of the writes of all processors on
this NVM. Equation (1) shows the relationship between the
total write times on an NVM and the total number of writes
per CPU on an NVM. If we can guarantee all private wear
counters of each CPU is a similar value, then we can reach
global wear leveling between NVM because the sum of all
CPU’s private wear counters is a similar value.

N V Mj − Counter =

m
X

CP Ui − N V Mj − Counter (1)

i=0

PCFLLUF use the private wear counter of each processor
to select the least used NVM slot. PCFLLUF strategy can
eliminate the overhead of performance bring by updating wear

counter in the concurrent allocation and write process. Because
a processor only accesses its own private wear counter, the
application read and update wear counter on different processors are independent of each other. And PCFLLUF use
the private free list of each processor to allocate. PCFLLUF
divide each NVM free blocks into multiple free lists according to the number of processors. Each processor only
takes free blocks from its own private free list. The NVM
free block allocation can be executed in parallel on different
processors. Thereby PCFLLUF eliminates the overhead of
parallel allocation. PCFLLUF is more suitable for parallel
updating, appending and creating files in a high-concurrency
environment. However, PCFLLUF reduces the available free
blocks for a processor because it divides the total free block
of NVM into multiple free lists according to the number of
processors . This will result in a processor being able to use all
free blocks of an NVM, but now only 1/m free blocks of an
NVM can be used. If an application has been allocating free
blocks on the same processor, then the available free blocks
of this processor will be quickly exhausted. For this case,
we choose to re-allocate free blocks from other processors
until finds free blocks. If all processors have no available free
blocks, the allocation fails.
D. Overhead analysis
The overhead caused by allocation strategies is in two
aspects: 1) the overhead caused by finding the NVM with the
minimum write times in the allocation process; 2) the overhead
caused by updating the wear counters in the write process.
In the allocation process, each processor needs to wait the
previous allocation operation to release the lock of free list. For
a system with n processors and m NVM devices. PCFLLUF
strategy select the NVM with the least write times from n
CPU-NVM-Counter. The time complexity of this process is
O(n). PCFLLUF only read the CPU-NVM-Counter of current
processor, thus PCFLLUF eliminate the lock overhead of
reading wear counter. PCFLLUF only allocate the free blocks
from CPU-NVM-FreeList, thus eliminating the allocation lock
overhead of multiple processors simultaneously allocating.
In the write process, each processor needs to wait the
previous update operation to release the lock of wear counter.
PCFLLUF eliminate the overhead of lock of wear counter
by using CPU-NVM-Counter. PCFLLUF only update the
private wear counter of current processor, thus eliminating the
overhead of multiple processors simultaneously updating.
In conclusion, multiple applications may run one or more
CPUs in real world scenarios. There are some applications
concurrently reading or writing NVM-Counter in the file
writing process. To ensure accuracy of NVM-Counter, each
application needs to lock the NVM-Counter to a mutually
exclusive access. In this way, if an application occupies the
NVM-Counter, the ohters applications cannot access unless
it is unlocked. If Counters-Group is used, each CPU only
locks the Counters-Group it owns. If an application on one
CPU occupies the Counters-Group, it only affects application
access on the same CPU, and does not affect application access

Standard Deviation of Writes

on the other CPUs. Similarly, multiple applications may be
allocated in the same NVM device during the writing process.
In order to ensure the correctness of the free and allocation
operations on the free NVM blocks list, each application needs
to lock and mutually exclusive access the free list in the
allocation process. If FreeLists-Group is used, the application
occupies the FreeLists-Group on its running CPU, so it only
affects application access on the same CPU and does not
affect application access on the other CPUs. In general, if the
original scheme is used, the extra overhead for locking and
unlocking will be in the write and allocation process for each
application. However, when Counters-Group and FreeListsGroup are used, the extra overhead for locking and unlocking
is reduced when applications concurrently allocates and writes
on different CPUs.
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IV. EVALUATION
We have implemented Wear-aware Selection Allocation
(WASA) scheme for PMFS [7]. The experiments are built on
the operating system Ubuntu 16.04, using the Linux kernel
version 4.4.4. The experiments are conducted on an 4-Core
platform with Intel Core i5-6500 CPU, running at 3.20 GHz.
This system is equipped with 16 GB 2133 MHz memory.
Since NVM devices are not yet available, we reserve 8 GB
DRAM from 16 GB memory to emulate a persistent memory
device pmem0 [27]. The space of the pmem0 device is divided
into 4 areas according to the size of 2 GB, which is used to
simulate 4 NVM slots. We mount PMFS on pmem0. The first
NVM slot stores the super block information and file metadata
information of the file system. The size of 4 KB is reserved
in the header of each NVM slot as the wear counter NVMCounter.
A. Wear Leveling
We have implemented Wear-aware Selection Allocation
(WASA) scheme for PMFS. The experiments are built on
the operating system Ubuntu 16.04, using the Linux kernel
version 4.4.4. The experiments are conducted on an 4-Core
platform with Intel Core i5-6500 CPU, running at 3.20 GHz.
This system is equipped with 16 GB 2133 MHz memory.
We use Postmark benchmark [28] to simulate file system
write operations to test the impact of WASA on the storage
system life with multiple NVM devices. First, we use Postmark to create a large number of files in the file system. The
file size is between 1 KB and 10 MB. Then, we use Postmark
to generate a large crowd of I/O operations, such as read, write,
create and delete, in the created file. The I/O basic unit for
read and write operations is 1 KB. Finally, we set the Postmark
read/write ratio to 5:5, the create/delete ratio to 9:1, and the
number of transactions from 100 to 5K. We use this Postmark
configuration to evaluate the original PMFS and PMFS with
WASA memory management scheme respectively.
We first present the standard deviation of the number of
writes for NVM slots that use Postmark to perform 100 to 5K
transactions.

Fig. 11: The standard deviation of writes of 4 NVM slots for
different memory management schemes with different number
of Postmark transactions.

Fig. 11 shows the standard deviation of writes for above
four memory management schemes when 100 to 5K Postmark
transactions are issued to the file system. As shown Fig. 11,
the standard deviation of the number of writes between NVM
slots using the original PMFS allocation method is the largest,
which is 2600 to 11000 times of PMFS-WASA. The original
PMFS allocation method uses a single linked list to organize
the free pages of all NVM slots, and adopts a strategy of taking
out from the head of the list and puts the freed pages to the
tail. Therefore, when there are too many writes on a certain
NVM slot, it will continue to be used.
As the total number of transactions increases, the standard
deviation of writes between NVM slots using the original
allocation of PMFS is getting more larger, while the standard
deviation of write of WASA can be kept basically stable.
This means that under the continuous use of PMFS, the
difference in the number of writes between NVM slots will
become larger and larger, and the wear leveling of each NVM
slot will be more uneven, thereby resulting in a decrease in
the life of system. However, WASA can keep the number of
writes between NVM slots stable under continuous use. That
is, WASA can use each NVM slot on average to ensure the
wear leveling among NVM slots.
In the system with multiple NVM devices, the lifetime of
system can be expressed by (2):
Lif etime = WM AX ∗ S/BM AX

(2)

In (2), WM AX represents the maximum number of writes
an NVM unit can stand, S is the size of an NVM slot, and
BM AX represents the maximum amount of data that writes
on an NVM slot every day.
Assuming that the size of data written each time is fixed to
W bytes, then the maximum amount of data that writes on an
NVM slot BM AX can be expressed by (3):
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Fig. 14: The performance of two-threaded sequential write for
each allocation strategy.

B. Overall Performance
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We evaluate the performance of WASA using FIO benchmark. We compare the performance of the PMFS with WASA
scheme and PMFS with origin scheme. Since the parts of wear
counter and allocation strategy proposed in this paper do not
affect any original read process of the file system, the memory
management scheme proposed in this paper will only impose
extra overhead on file writing, so we only compare the write
performance in this section.
In this experiment, the system has 4 processors and 4 NVM
slots. So PCFLLUF have 4 Counters-Groups and 4 FreeListsGroups, each processor has a Counters-Group and a FreeListsGroup. Each Counters-Group have 4 CPU-NVM-Counters.
Each FreeLists-Group have 4 CPU-NVM-FreeLists.
Fig. 13 to Fig. 17 show the performance of sequential write
for PMFS file system with different allocation strategies in 1,
2, 4, 8, and 16 threads and the data blocks are from 1 KB
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In (3), N V M − CounterM AX represents the maximum
number of writes on an NVM slot. We use Postmark to
simulate file system writes to demonstrate NVM slot life
usage.
Assuming an NVM unit can be written 108 times. An NVM
slot is 2 GB, the system has a total of 4 NVM slots. The
amount of data written per day in the system is 100 GB to
500 GB, and the size of data per write is 4 KB which is
equal to the size of one page. Thus, according to (2) and
(3), we can get the lifetime of system for different allocation
strategies. Fig. 11 shows the improvement of PMFS-WASA
compared with the origin PMFS in the case of the total number
of different postmark transactions. As shown in Figure 12,
WASA can extend the life of system by more than 2.5 times.
Meanwhile, as the total number of transactions increases, the
life extension is basically stable.
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Fig. 15: The performance of four-threaded sequential write for
each allocation strategy.
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Fig. 16: The performance of eight-threaded sequential write
for each allocation strategy.
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Fig. 17: The performance of sixteen-threaded sequential write
for each allocation strategy.

to 2 MB. The number of threads in the experimental test is
specified by FIO’s numjobs parameter. In the fio test process,
there may be multiple threads or single thread on a CPU, so
there is no certain mapping relationship between test threads
and CPU. This test environment is also more in line with the
real world scenarios.
Fig. 13 to Fig. 17 show the performance of sequential write
for PMFS file system with different allocation strategies in 1,
2, 4, 8, and 16 threads and the data blocks are from 1 KB to
2 MB. PMFS represent PMFS with original allocation strategy. PMFS-PCFLLUF-WT and PMFS-PCFLLUF-WB both
represent PMFS with PCFLLUF allocation strategy. PMFSPCFLLUF-WT updates NVM-Counter in write-through mode.
Write-through mode flushes the value of CPU-NVM-Counter
to NVM-counter in each writing process. PMFS-PCFLLUFWB updates the NVM-Counter in write-back mode. WB mode
periodic flushes all the value of CPU-NVM-Counters to NVMCounters.
From the results shown in Fig. 13 to Fig. 17, PMFSPCFLLUF-WT has the worst performance. Because PMFSPCFLLUF-WT updates the wear counter in write-through

mode. The latency of NVM is lower than the latency of
DRAM. PMFS-PCFLLUF-WT updates the persistence NVMCounter on NVM slot immediately after each write operation.
So PMFS-PCFLLUF-WT has extra performance overhead.
However, PMFS-PCFLLUF-WB updates the wear counter in
a write-back mode. It only updates the CPU-NVM-Counter on
DRAM after each write operation. PMFS-PCFLLUF-WB has
extra performance overhead because it periodic flushes CPUNVM-Counter to NVM-Counter. The experimental results
shows that the write-back mode has only the performance
overhead in low concurrent workload.
As shown in Fig. 13 to Fig. 17, The performance gap
between PMFS-PCFLLUF-WB and the original PMFS is very
small which can be negligible with block sizes from 1KB to
4KB. The reason is that small block size has a shorter I/O
duration which makes a lower chance of lock conflict. As
shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14, when the test uses a lower
number of threads, only 1 or 2 threads, PMFS-PCFLLUFWB has low performance compared to the original PMFS
with block sizes from 64KB to 2MB. The reason is that the
possibility of lock conflict between multiple threads is high
due to the I/O operation lasts for a long time for large block
size.
As shown in Fig. 15 and Fig. 17, when the test uses a higher
number of threads, 4 or 8 threads, PMFS-PCFLLUF-WB and
the original PMFS have basically the same performance with
small block sizes from 1 KB to 4 KB. And the PMFSPCFLLUF-WB has a better performance than the original
PMFS with large block sizes from 64 KB to 2 MB. In
particular, PMFS-PCFLLUF-WB has the best performance
advantage when the block size is among 64KB-1M, and the
performance is improved up to 15% when the test with 16
threads and a block size of 64KB.
In conclusion, PMFS-PCFLLUF-WB basically shows the
best performance in high concurrent workload. It not only uses
Counters-Group to avoiding performance loss when writing
operations simultaneously but also uses FreeLists-Group to improving the performance in the simultaneous allocation. From
the performance experiment results, we verified the write performance improvement Counters-Group and FreeLists-Group
in concurrent workloads.
V. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we present some research works that are
most closely related to ours.
A. Memory Management For In-Memory File System
The optimization of most existing in-memory file systems
is based on the following aspects: 1) Improve the I/O performance by utilizing the performance advantages of NVM. 2)
Optimize the traditional software I/O stack by utilizing the
byte-addressable of NVM. 3) NVM provides a completely
different programming model for consistency from the block
device interfaces. For this reason, BPFS [29] utilizes shadow
pages to provide fast consistency. SCMFS [30] utilizes virtual
memory management to provide fast access to file data. SIMFS

utilizes file page table to organize files and use MMU hardware
to speed up file access. But the free NVM blocks are organized
as a simple single linked list. NOVA, HINFS are based on
PMFS. The principle of their memory management is the
same: merge the adjacent free blocks to create large contiguous
free blocks. These file systems are designed to optimize the
performance and consistency and not considering the wear
leveling.
B. Wear Leveling Technologies For NVM
The existing NVM wear leveling techniques are mainly
divided into two way: 1) Hardware wear leveling. 2) Software
wear leveling. Hardware wear leveling techniques achieve
wear leveling by utilizing extra controllers on hardware. For
example, Start-Gap periodically migrates data between adjacent lines to achieve uniform writes at each bank. Start-Gap
adds additional start and gap registers to record the lines and
achieve wear leveling by migrating data from more written address to less written address. Flip-N-Write determines whether
to flip the data before writing by comparing the difference
between written data and existing data. Reducing the total
amount of data written by flipping different bits. BloomFilter finds the hot address and cold address, and achieve
wear leveling by swapping the hot address and cold address.
Software wear leveling techniques achieve wear leveling by
control the allocation and free of NVM blocks. For example,
Walloc achieves wear leveling by utilizing metadata write
counter (MWC) and data write counter (DWC). Yu-Ming
Chang [31] utilize an adaptive sliding window to achieve wear
leveling for metadata space, and utilize virtual mapping to
achieve wear leveling for data space. DWARM [32] considers
that each NVM page does not require accurate records and
achieve wear leveling by utilizing multiple linked lists. However, these wear-leveling technologies are only suitable for a
single NVM and not suitable for multiple processors and NVM
in concurrent environments. Chameleon [33] employs data
redundancy techniques such as replication and erasure-coding,
coupled with endurance-aware write offloading, to mitigate
wear level imbalance in distributed SSD-based storage. Since
SSD does not have the byte addressable feature of NVM,
the optimization methods of Counters-Group and FreeListsGroup proposed in this paper are not applicable to SSD. And
Chameleon aims to balance the wear among different flash
servers while WASA aims to balance the wear among system
based on multiple NVM slots.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In a storage system with multiple NVM slots and multiple
processors, one fundamental challenge is how to avoid wearout of an NVM slot and ensure performance. In this paper, we
research how to ensure lifetime and performance of a storage
system with multiple NVM slots and multiple processors. We
propose a software-leveling wear leveling technology called
Wear-aware Select Allocation (WASA). WASA is a common
memory management scheme for in-memory file systems
based on multiple NVMs. WASA extends the lifetime of

system and minimizes the cost of performance caused by
achieving wear leveling. WASA consists of wear counter
and allocation strategy. Wear counter record the number of
writes on each NVM and used to aware the wear level of an
NVM. We propose PCFLLUF allocation strategy to improve
the performance in concurrent workload pattern. Extensive
evaluations show that Wear-aware Select Allocation memory
management scheme can outperform wear-leveling effect by
more than 2600x, and the lifetime of NVM can be prolonged
by 2.5x, the write performance can be improved by up to 15%.
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